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Abstract

5 For the first time, we simulate the detailed spectral line emission from a solar active 6 region (AR) with the Alfvén Wave Solar

Model (AWSoM). We select an AR appearing 7 near disk center on 2018 July 13 and use an NSO/HMI synoptic magnetogram to

specify 8 the magnetic field at the model’s inner boundary. To resolve smaller-scale magnetic 9 features, we apply adaptive mesh

refinement to resolve the AR with a horizontal spatial 10 resolution of 0.35 * (4.5 Mm), four times higher than the background

corona. We then 11 apply the SPECTRUM code informed with CHIANTI spectral emissivities to calculate 12 spectral lines

forming at temperatures ranging from 0.5 to 3 MK. Comparisons are 13 made between the simulated line intensities and those

observed by the Hinode/EIS 14 instrument where we find close agreement (about 20% relative error for both loop top 15 and

footpoints at a temperature of about 1.5 MK) across a wide range of loop sizes and 16 temperatures. We also simulate and

compare Doppler velocities and find that simulated 17 flow patterns are of comparable magnitude to what is observed. Our

results demonstrate 18 the broad applicability of the low-frequency Alfven wave balanced turbulence theory 19 for explaining

the heating of coronal loops. 20
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ABSTRACT5

For the first time, we simulate the detailed spectral line emission from a solar active6

region (AR) with the Alfvén Wave Solar Model (AWSoM). We select an AR appearing7

near disk center on 2018 July 13 and use an NSO/HMI synoptic magnetogram to specify8

the magnetic field at the model’s inner boundary. To resolve smaller-scale magnetic9

features, we apply adaptive mesh refinement to resolve the AR with a horizontal spatial10

resolution of 0.35◦ (4.5 Mm), four times higher than the background corona. We then11

apply the SPECTRUM code informed with CHIANTI spectral emissivities to calculate12

spectral lines forming at temperatures ranging from 0.5 to 3 MK. Comparisons are13

made between the simulated line intensities and those observed by the Hinode/EIS14

instrument where we find close agreement (about 20% relative error for both loop top15

and footpoints at a temperature of about 1.5 MK) across a wide range of loop sizes and16

temperatures. We also simulate and compare Doppler velocities and find that simulated17

flow patterns are of comparable magnitude to what is observed. Our results demonstrate18

the broad applicability of the low-frequency Alfvén wave balanced turbulence theory19

for explaining the heating of coronal loops.20

Keywords: magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) — methods: numerical — Sun: corona —21

techniques: spectroscopic22

1. INTRODUCTION23

The coronal heating problem has been a major challenge in solar physics, and tremendous amount24

of efforts have been made over the past several decades (Kuperus et al. 1981; Zirker 1993; Gudik-25

sen & Nordlund 2005; Ofman 2005b; Klimchuk 2006; Taroyan & Erdélyi 2009; Mathioudakis et al.26

2013; Aschwanden 2019; Van Doorsselaere et al. 2020). The convective motions in and below the27

solar photosphere provide abundant energy for the hot corona. The question is how this energy is28

transferred and released into the corona above, heats up the plasma, and accelerates the solar wind.29

Based on the convective time scales, as compared to the Alfvén transit time in the corona, two main30

classes of heating mechanisms are most promising. Slow/quasi-static stressing causes twisting and31

braiding of the field and results in magnetic reconnections and energy release in current sheets, which32

is also known as DC heating (Parker 1988; Priest & Schrijver 1999; Fujimoto et al. 2011). Fast motions33

generate magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) waves and the wave dissipation is also known as AC heating34

(Alfvén 1947; Osterbrock 1961; Ionson 1978). Growing evidence shows that the two mechanisms35

interact with each other (e.g., dissipation of current sheets involves waves, and waves can drive36
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reconnection), and MHD turbulence and small-scale reconnections are also linked (Mathioudakis et37

al. 2013; De Moortel & Browning 2015; Velli et al. 2015; Aschwanden 2019). The interesting question38

then is which of these processes is the dominant energy source at different locations and/or times.39

Currently, limited by computing capabilities on one side and telescope sensitivity and temporal and40

spatial resolution on the other, it is very difficult to properly explain the coronal heating problem for41

observers, theorists, and modelers, let alone tackling the complex coupling between the dense solar42

interior and the tenuous outer atmosphere spanning over multiple orders of magnitude (Parnell &43

De Moortel 2012). In addition, the problem of coronal heating is intrinsically linked to that of solar44

wind acceleration, as both reconnection and wave dissipation mechanisms are also good candidates45

for solar wind acceleration (Cranmer 2009).46

Among the class of AC heating mechanisms, Alfvén wave turbulent heating models have recently47

gained much attention (e.g., Tu & Marsch 1995; Cranmer 2009; Van Doorsselaere et al. 2020). Pi-48

oneering work of Coleman (1968) showed the importance of turbulence in solar wind with Mariner49

2 measurements near 1 AU, while the high correlation of velocity and magnetic field fluctuations50

as measured by Belcher & Davis (1971) opened up new questions to the nature of such solar wind51

fluctuations (Tu & Marsch 1995). Inspired by the fluctuation spectrum slope that follows the Kol-52

mogorov power law (Denskat & Neubauer 1982; Bavassano et al. 1982; Denskat et al. 1983), Tu et53

al. (1984) developed a WKB-like turbulence model taking into account the turbulent energy cas-54

cade effects. Many other successful early models include Ofman & Davila (1998); Ofman (2005a);55

Bogdan et al. (2002, 2003); Usmanov et al. (2000); Hu et al. (2003). Suzuki & Inutsuka (2005,56

2006) performed a first self-consistent 1D MHD simulation of solar wind heating and acceleration57

driven by the dissipation of low-frequency Alfvén waves, through the generation of the compressive58

waves and shocks. The model was further developed into 2D by Matsumoto & Suzuki (2012) taking59

into account turbulent cascade. Cranmer et al. (2007) obtained realistic slow and fast solar wind60

conditions and reproduced in situ ion charge states with their self-consistent 1D turbulence driven61

coronal heating model using a phenomenological cascade rate (Zhou & Matthaeus 1990; Hossain et62

al. 1995; Matthaeus et al. 1999; Dmitruk et al. 2001, 2002). To fully understand the heating in loops,63

van Ballegooijen et al. (2011) developed a time-dependent 3D reduced MHD turbulence model and64

were able to reproduce the observed rates of chromospheric and coronal heating in the active region65

(AR). The nonlinear interactions between the outward and inward propagating waves were realized66

to be important (Dobrowolny et al. 1980; Velli et al. 1989), and balanced (having equal power for67

the oppositely propagating waves) and imbalanced cascades had been extensively studied (Goldreich68

& Sridhar 1995, 1997; Ng & Bhattacharjee 1996; Galtier et al. 2000; Lithwick & Goldreich 2003;69

Lithwick et al. 2007). Some of the other recent 3D turbulent heating models include Perez & Chan-70

dran (2013); van der Holst et al. (2014); Downs et al. (2016); van Ballegooijen et al. (2017); van71

Ballegooijen & Asgari-Targhi (2018); Chandran & Perez (2019).72

Our Alfvén Wave Solar Model (AWSoM; van der Holst et al. 2010, 2014; Sokolov et al. 2013; Meng73

et al. 2015) is a three-dimensional (3D) data driven MHD model that can run either standalone74

or as a component of the Space Weather Modeling Framework (SWMF, Tóth et al. 2005, 2012).75

AWSoM models a self-consistent Alfvén wave turbulence-driven solar corona (SC), starting from76

the upper chromosphere, through the transition region, to the corona, and finally into the inner-77

heliosphere (IH) up to 1 AU and even beyond. It aims at reproducing realistic line-of-sight (LOS)78

extreme ultraviolet (EUV) images as well as 1 AU in-situ solar wind measurements with a single79
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validated model. AWSoM does not rely on ad hoc heating functions but instead, uses a physics-80

based description of the turbulent cascade and dissipative heating from the nonlinear interactions81

between the oppositely-propagating Alfvén waves (Velli et al. 1989; Zank et al. 1996; Matthaeus et82

al. 1999; Chandran et al. 2011; Zank et al. 2012). Wave reflection and heat partitioning between83

the electrons and anisotropic protons are also treated self-consistently. Several validation studies84

have been done and results from AWSoM compare favorably with the observations for both EUV85

images and in-situ measurements (Manchester et al. 2012; Jin et al. 2013; Oran et al. 2013, 2015,86

2017; Sachdeva et al. 2019). van der Holst et al. (2019) used AWSoM to predict that the Parker87

Solar Probe was in close proximity to the heliospheric current sheet and in the slow wind, and also88

provided several plasma quantities from the model that turned out to be comparable to the actual89

observation (Riley et al. 2019).90

Here, we perform the first validation study with the AWSoM model on active regions (ARs) with two91

challenges in mind: (1) it is computationally difficult to simulate an AR at high resolution starting92

from the upper chromosphere within a global model, rather than in a more limited spatial domain;93

and (2) we need to simulate spectrally resolved observables that allow a more thorough testing of94

the Alfvén wave turbulence scenario. In fact, the LOS synthetic images in narrowband channels of95

the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO; Pesnell et al. 2012)/Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA;96

Lemen et al. 2012; Boerner et al. 2012) commonly used to test models provide information too97

vague to conduct detailed comparisons. In this work, as the first paper of a series of validations98

and analysis of the AWSoM model on an AR, we perform a high-resolution simulation with extra99

adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) levels for the AR, together with the recently implemented 5th100

order numerical scheme with MP5 limiter (Suresh & Huynh 1997; Chen et al. 2016) to further101

improve accuracy. We use the newly developed SPECTRUM code (Szente et al. 2019) to realistically102

synthesize the spectral lines, which are only sensitive to a very narrow range of temperatures for103

the densest plasmas, and compare with the high resolution Hinode (Kosugi et al. 2007)/Extreme-104

ultraviolet Imaging Spectrometer (EIS; Culhane et al. 2007) observations.105

This paper is structured as follows: section 2 introduces the AWSoM model, the data we choose,106

and the model parameter setup. Section 3 plots and examines our simulation results and does107

the detailed model-observation comparison on spectral line intensities, Doppler speeds, and line108

broadening. Section 4 concludes the work and discusses further implications.109

2. DATA AND MODEL110

2.1. Brief description of the AWSoM model111

We use the AWSoM model for the solar corona (SC) component of the SWMF. The model utilizes112

the Block Adaptive Tree Solarwind Roe Upwind Scheme (BATSRUS; Powell et al. 1999; Gombosi113

et al. 2004) to solve the MHD equations in the Heliographic Rotating frame (HGR). The computing114

domain starts from the upper chromosphere, through the transition region, and up to 24 solar radii115

(Rs). The AWSoM model includes the electron temperature, as well as the anisotropic proton116

temperatures (parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field) to better account for the heating117

differences between different directions. In this study, because we mainly focus on an AR in the very118

low corona, where collisions are abundant, for simplicity, we only use a two temperature model with119

electron and isotropic proton temperatures (Te and Tp, respectively).120
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The AWSoM model features Alfvén wave turbulence to realistically produce plasma conditions121

from the low corona to far reaching solar wind, which are observed by remote sensing and in-situ122

instruments. On the boundary at the solar surface (inner boundary), the outgoing wave energy123

density is empirically set by prescribing its Poynting flux, while the returning wave is completely124

absorbed. Counter-propagating waves are generated on both closed and open fields by partial wave125

reflections due to the Alfvén wave velocity gradient and vorticity along the field lines (Heinemann126

& Olbert 1980; Leroy 1980; Velli et al. 1989; Matthaeus et al. 1999; Dmitruk et al. 2002; Verdini127

& Velli 2007). Nonlinear interactions between the oppositely propagating waves result in turbulent128

cascade and wave energy dissipation, physically providing coronal heating without the need of ad129

hoc heating functions. To apportion the total heating to electron and proton temperatures, AWSoM130

uses physics based theories of linear wave damping and nonlinear stochastic heating (Chandran et al.131

2011). A recently improved version of the code uses cascade rates present in Lithwick et al. (2007),132

and details can be found in van der Holst et al. (2021, in revision). Electron heat conduction for133

both the collisional and collisionless regimes are also included. Optically thin radiative heat loss in134

the lower corona is calculated with the radiative cooling curves taken from the CHIANTI database135

(Dere et al. 1997; Del Zanna et al. 2021).136

By using the photospheric magnetic field observation as the inner boundary, our model is able to137

self-consistently develop and heat coronal structures with only a handful of free parameters (density,138

temperature, and Poynting flux of the Alfvén waves at the boundary; transverse correlation length139

for the turbulence and heat partitioning; the stochastic heating exponent and amplitude; and two140

parameters for the collisionless heat conduction, which are only applicable at a distance beyond 10141

Rs). The recommended parameter value ranges are chosen empirically with historical observations142

and optimized according to model test results. Interested readers may refer to Sokolov et al. (2013);143

van der Holst et al. (2014); Sachdeva et al. (2019) for more details.144

2.2. Data selection145

The AR we selected for this study is a weak AR. It was identified as NOAA AR 12713 during146

Carrington rotation (CR) 2205 but was too weak to be identified as an AR by NOAA during CR2206147

when we examine it. During CR 2206, it was identified as Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI;148

Schou et al. 2012; Scherrer et al. 2012) Active Region Patch (HARP; Turmon et al. 2014) 7283. The149

time we use is 2018-07-13 13:24:00 when this AR is almost at the disk center, so that the projection150

effect on the magnetogram is the smallest. Since this AR is dispersed and weakened over the rotation,151

the coronal magnetic field structures should be relatively simple and can be well represented by a152

potential field. There are also no flares or significant activities around the time of study. Thus, it is153

ideal to be studied without temporal driving with our AWSoM model.154

The AR was also chosen for study at this time because it was well observed by Hinode/EIS with155

data covering plenty of strong spectral lines. At the time of observation, EIS used the 2′′ slit with156

normal scanning mode (EIS study #544). The field of view (FOV) is 491′′ × 512′′, fully covering157

the AR. The total time used for the scan is about an hour. We identify the strong spectral lines158

of interest and then process and fit the EIS data with the standard Solar Software (SSW) routines.159

Unfortunately, in our case, the default correction (Kamio et al. 2010) for the wavelength drift along the160

scan direction (caused by the orbital drift of the spacecraft) does not provide a correct Dopplergram.161

We recalibrated the wavelength offset directly using our dataset by assuming that the Doppler shift162
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Figure 1. NSO/HMI synoptic map for CR 2206. The AR we study (at about 300◦ longitude) is patched with
SDO/HMI magnetogram at 2018 Jul 13 13:24. Radial component of the magnetic field is color contoured
and in unit [Gauss].

for the quiet region for all the spectral lines is on average zero (see Peter Young, 2021, EIS Software163

Note 16).164

An important input for the model is the magnetic map used to specify the field at the inner165

boundary. We use a synoptic map for CR 2206, produced by NSO from SDO/HMI magnetograms166

(hereafter abbreviated as NSO/HMI; Hughes et al. 2016). Instead of a pseudo-radial magnetic field167

(obtained by dividing the LOS field by cosine latitude), the NSO/HMI map uses the inverted and168

fully disambiguated vector magnetograms (Hoeksema et al. 2014) for the full disk data and constructs169

a vector synoptic map with cosine weights towards the central meridian, which gives the true radial170

magnetic field component with excellent signal-to-noise. In practice, for our AWSoM code, NSO/HMI171

synoptic maps usually provide good simulation results during solar maximum and for studies focused172

on ARs (see Section 4 for more discussion about the magnetogram products).173

We patch the AR in the synoptic map with the cutout from the SDO/HMI full disk data at the174

time of the study (2018 Jul 13 13:24) to better avoid the asynchronous nature of the synoptic map.175

Instead of using the LOS component to estimate the radial magnetic field, we use the SDO/HMI full176

disk disambiguated vector magnetogram to overcome the projection effect and calculate the radial177

component. The patch is 70◦ in longitude and 53◦ in latitude and is large enough to cover the entire178

AR. A smooth transition with a cosine function is used to combine the AR patch and the synoptic179

map. The resulting merged synoptic map has a 1◦ resolution in both longitudinal and latitudinal180

directions. See Figure 1 for the final product of the map we use as the input for the simulation.181

2.3. Model setup182

We perform the solar coronal simulation with the AWSoM model. It uses an adaptive 3D spherical183

grid in HGR system covering radial distances between 1.001 solar radii (Rs) to 24 Rs. The base184

resolution is 2.8◦ (as viewed from the solar center) in both the longitudinal and latitudinal directions185

(horizontal direction). We also stretch the grid in the radial direction with higher resolution near186
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the solar surface to better resolve the transition region. One level higher adaptive mesh refinement187

(AMR) is used below 1.7 Rs to help resolve the lower corona. Two more levels of AMRs are used188

for the AR, resulting in a horizontal resolution of 0.35◦ (about 4.5 Mm on the solar surface or 6′′ as189

viewed from the Earth) and a radial resolution of 10−4 Rs close to the solar surface (and 4× 10−3 Rs190

at 1.05 Rs). The total number of cells in our simulation is about 16 million. Despite our best effort191

in increasing the resolution within computational constraints, it is still very difficult to resolve the192

fine solar structures. As a comparison, the native pixel size of the SDO/HMI magnetogram is 0.03◦193

in horizontal direction, more than 10 times finer than our best grid size. Therefore, for the lower194

corona below 1.7 Rs, we also utilize the newly improved 5th order scheme with MP5 limiter for the195

BATSRUS solver (Suresh & Huynh 1997; Chen et al. 2016). In practice, the roughly estimated effect196

of the 5th order scheme is about equal to 4 times the resolution improvement than using our regular197

2nd order scheme. Therefore, with the combination of 0.35◦ horizontal grid resolution and 5th order198

scheme, we estimate the achieved resolution to be about 0.1◦ (1.7′′), which is sufficient to resolve the199

1◦ input synoptic map. This estimated final spatial resolution is the best we have ever achieved with200

our 3D global AWSoM model, and is even approaching SDO/AIA and Hinode/EIS pixel sizes (0.6′′201

and 1′′, respectively).202

The initial and inner boundary (at 1.001 Rs) conditions for the magnetic field are based on the203

(AR patched) synoptic map. We first calculate a 3D potential magnetic field solution corresponding204

to the synoptic map with the Finite Difference Iterative Potential-field Solver (FDIPS; Tóth et al.205

2011) where the source surface (where the magnetic field becomes purely radial) is located at 2.5 Rs.206

The FDIPS code provides a solution that exactly matches the radial magnetic field component at207

the inner boundary, while not being affected by the Gibbs phenomenon that the harmonics method208

may have. This potential field is then set as the initial condition for the simulation. At the inner209

boundary, the radial magnetic field component is fixed to be this FDIPS solution, while the horizontal210

components are allowed to adjust freely.211

In order to resolve the extremely steep radial gradients produced by heat conduction and radiation,212

we artificially broaden the transition region and push the corona outward to overcome the numerical213

restrictions on radial resolution (Lionello et al. 2009; Sokolov et al. 2013). At the inner boundary, the214

density is set to be Ne = 2× 1011 cm−3 with a temperature of Te = Tp = 5× 104 K. This density is215

overestimated to suppress potential chromospheric evaporation that may become excessive, and allow216

the upper transition region and corona to reach the correct density. In practice, the density rapidly217

falls through the upper chromosphere and the coronal solution above about 1.03 Rs is not affected218

(Lionello et al. 2009; van der Holst et al. 2014; Sachdeva et al. 2019). The initial density, temperature,219

and velocity in the domain are set to be reasonable values but do not affect the final solution, as220

they are allowed to fully relax before any meaningful analysis is conducted. The Poynting flux for221

the Alfvén wave energy density is chosen to be (SA/|B|) = 0.5 × 106 W m−2 T−1, where SA is the222

Poynting flux and |B| is the magnetic field strength at the solar surface. Empirically, this parameter223

produces results that best compares with observations when set in a range from 0.3 to 1.1 MW m−2
224

T−1. All the other parameters are set as the default empirical values, and the reader may refer to225

Sachdeva et al. (2019) for details. Also keep in mind that these empirical values (and recommended226

value ranges) for AWSoM are chosen according to historical observations and to optimize the 1 AU227

solar wind comparisons.228
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The simulation is first run in 2nd order solver with progressively increasing level of AMR for 100,000229

iterations in local time stepping mode (Tóth et al. 2012), which speeds up convergence towards a230

steady state solution. The solution is then further relaxed with an excessive amount of 200,000231

iterations. We finally turn on the 5th order solver and switch the simulation to the normal time232

accurate mode and relax for 36 hours of physical time, ensuring a true steady state while minimizing233

any possible artifacts from the local time stepping run.234

3. SIMULATION RESULTS AND COMPARISONS235

3.1. Simulation results236

We first present 3D results of the final steady state of our simulation run. Figure 2(a) shows the237

computational grid structures in the domain close to the Sun. As explained in Section 2.3, for the238

lower corona below 1.7 Rs and around the AR extra levels of AMR are set. Interestingly, since AWSoM239

is a global solar model, along side the AR, we are able to model the coronal holes and magnetic field240

connections between the AR and the poles. The AMR region for the AR is also sufficiently large to241

cover any significant structures we would like to study and avoid potential discontinuities or other242

artifacts near the AMR boundary. We also see some open field lines coming from near the east side243

footpoint of the AR, while near the west footpoint we see long loops connecting with the north pole.244

Figure 2(b) shows a top-down view at the AR. The solar surface (at 1.001 Rs) is colored by the245

radial component of the magnetic field. The magnetic field lines are colored with the logarithm of246

the wave dissipation (heating) rate (in unit [log W m−3]). For this weak AR, the structures are in247

general potential. However, because our AWSoM model is able to relax the solution to an MHD248

steady state, and because of the extra high resolution we use in this simulation, we are also able249

to model the slight non-potentiality in the magnetic field configuration. In addition, since the wave250

dissipation rate depends on the magnetic field strength, differences in heating rates for nearby loops251

(loop bundles) can be found (see below for visible differences in nearby loop brightness). We also252

find that the heating rate is in general higher for the closed field regions and small loops connecting253

the two footpoints, and lower for open field lines and larger loops. This is expected as the turbulent254

dissipation relies on oppositely propagating waves: the counter-propagating waves on the open field255

lines are generated only by wave reflection, while that on the closed field lines include both the256

reflected waves and the major waves coming from the other footpoint, which would naturally be257

stronger.258

Figure 3 shows a side view of the AR. A meridional cut plane through the center of the AR is plotted259

with both colored contours showing electron density (in panel (a)) and heating rate (in panel (b)),260

and contour lines showing the (a) electron and (b) proton temperature. The electron density (which261

is the same as proton density) is plotted in logarithm scale and unit [log cm−3]. The temperatures262

are in unit [MK] and the levels are marked on the corresponding contour lines in blue. Here the263

spherical surface is at an elevated radial distance of 1.02 Rs. The colors on the spherical surface264

show the (a) electron and (b) proton temperature. Note that the 3D view is tilted and the paper265

plane does not align with the cut plane, and we plot dashed lines marked with the radial distances in266

green as a reference. The magnetic field lines are also plotted as a reference. Immediately we notice267

that our AWSoM model creates a heated corona up to 2.5 MK with obvious structures in the AR.268

In fact, at 1.02 Rs, the footpoints (∼ 1.8 MK) are hotter than the center of the AR (∼ 1 MK), while269

higher up at 1.1 Rs, the AR loop top has the highest temperature of 2.5 MK. AWSoM is also able to270
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Figure 2. AWSoM simulation results: 3D views. (a) The computational grids we use, showing the increased
AMR levels for the lower corona and the AR. (b) A top-down view for the AR. In both panels, the solar
surface (at 1.001 Rs) is colored with the radial magnetic field, where the contour levels saturate at ±20
G for panel (a) and ±200 G for panel (b). Some zig-zag patterns in (a) on the solar surface are plotting
issues with the software and not present in the actual simulation. The magnetic field lines are also plotted
in both panels and are colored with the logarithm of the wave dissipation (heating) rate (unit [log W m−3];
logarithms in this paper are all 10 based) with the legend in panel (b).
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Figure 3. Side view of the AR. The spherical shell is plotted at 1.02 Rs. A meridional cut plane through the
center of AR is also plotted. Radial distances are marked on the cut plane in green for reference. Selected
magnetic field lines are plotted in solid red. (a) The spherical shell is colored with Te, and the blue contour
lines on the cut plane is also for Te, with the corresponding levels marked in blue. The cut plane is colored
with plasma density in unit [log cm−3]. (b) The color on the spherical shell and the contour lines on the cut
plane show Tp. The cut plane is colored with wave heating rate in unit [log W m−3].
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populate the AR with denser plasma. We test and find this to be a benefit of the combined effect of271

high grid resolution and the 5th order scheme. Otherwise, the numerical diffusion is too strong and272

these detailed density structures are mostly smeared out.273

3.2. Global solar wind structures and in-situ comparisons274

Here, we look at the global solar wind structures of our simulation. Figure 4 shows a meridional275

cut through the AR (same as the cut in Figure 3) for the full domain up to 24 Rs. The dashed red276

contour lines show the radial solar wind speeds (in unit [km s−1]). The polar wind is accelerated277

to greater than 500 km s−1, while structures of the streamer belt can be found near the equator278

plane (and the belt itself is slightly bent southward). The color-filled contours show the electron279

temperatures, while the blue contour lines show the proton temperature with the values labeled on280

the corresponding lines. At this large scale, although the electron temperature looks reasonable, the281

proton temperature appears to be suspicious, especially for the polar region. Above about 2 Rs, the282

proton temperature rapidly cools down and then increases, but is never able to exceed the electron283

temperature even at about 5 Rs. This is not as what we would expect from observations and is284

also an unusual behavior for our AWSoM model (see van der Holst et al. 2014 for a typical AWSoM285

solution). The contour lines for proton temperatures also show many structures that appear to be286

questionable with our coarse resolution at this scale.287

As a comparison, for the same Carrington rotation, we change the input for our inner boundary to288

the Air Force Data Assimilation Photospheric Flux Transport (ADAPT)/Global Oscillation Network289

Group (GONG) synoptic map (Worden & Harvey 2000; Arge et al. 2010, 2013; Henney et al. 2012;290

Hickmann et al. 2015). While the electron temperature distribution for the new run is similar, the291

proton temperature now behaves as expected as our typical results. See Discussion for more details.292

We present the conclusion here that the unusual behavior for the proton temperature at large scales293

in our simulation with the NSO/HMI map is due to the treatment of the polar region magnetic fields294

in the map. Although it limits the applicability of this simulation to large scale studies that involve295

proton temperatures, it should not affect our current focus on the AR heating.296

In order to better validate the solar wind results with observations, we do a simulation with the297

inner-heliosphere (IH) component of SWMF based on our SC steady state solution. We use a typical298

IH setup with a Cartesian domain in Heliographic Inertial Coordinate System covering ±250 Rs. The299

adaptive grid size ranges from 0.5 to 8 Rs and the total number of cells is about 8 million. We use300

the OMNI (King & Papitashvili 2005) data to compare the solar wind measurements at 1 AU. Figure301

5 shows the observed (black) and simulated (red) plasma radial velocity, proton (electron) density,302

proton temperature, and magnitude of the magnetic field. It can be seen that all of the quantities303

from our simulation are in the correct ranges for the observations, especially the proton density (at304

quiet times) and the magnetic fields. Since our focus of this study (and computational resources)305

is on the AR and at lower corona, the computational grids are very coarse (2.8◦) above 1.7 Rs. No306

AMR has been set for the current sheets or near the Earth observer. It is already convincing for us307

that the simulated solar wind is close to observation, and we do not expect to match any of the exact308

values or detailed variations of the quantities. Interested readers may refer to Sachdeva et al. (2019)309

for typical performances for AWSoM with IH component.310

Therefore, except for the unusual behavior of the proton temperature at the poles above 2 Rs, our311

solution provides reasonable solar wind results both below 24 Rs and at 1 AU. Since our focus in this312

study is the AR structures well below 2 Rs where electron and proton temperatures are similar and313
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Figure 4. Global solar wind structures at a meridional cut through the AR. The color on the cut plane
shows Te with a legend to the right of the figure. The blue contour lines show Tp in unit [MK], with the
levels marked on the corresponding lines. The red dashed lines contour the solar wind radial speed in unit
[km s−1].

well behaved, we here justify the use of this solution and leave the question of the unusual global314

proton temperature results to future works. A future paper in this series will be discussing more315

about the solar wind both coming from the poles and near the AR and will also do an analysis of316

the ion charge states.317

3.3. Spectrum synthesis318

For a detailed comparison with the observations, we synthesize spectral lines with the SPEC-319

TRUM code (Szente et al. 2019) and compare the results with the Hinode/EIS data. As opposed320

to the narrowband integrated images, each spectral line is sensitive only to a very narrow range of321

temperatures and to the densest plasma. Therefore, from the synthesized line emissions, we are able322

to better understand and validate the modeled plasma temperature and density structures.323

The SPECTRUM code utilizes our AWSoM simulation results with the two-temperature plasma324

to produce synthetic spectral lines. Now this code is also updated to use adaptive segments for the325

LOS integral of emissivity on the native spherical grid, so interpolation to a coarser Cartesian grid326
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Figure 5. Comparisons between the modeled in-situ quantities (red lines) and OMNI measurements (black
lines) for CR 2206. The four quantities from top to bottom are: radial velocity, proton density, proton
temperature, and magnitude of the magnetic field.

(see Szente et al. 2019) is no longer needed. Therefore, it better accounts for the AWSoM’s radially327

highly stretched computational cells and finer resolutions in the AMR region.328

To calculate the spectral line emissions, the plasma is assumed to be in ionization equilibrium,329

and the ion temperatures are assumed to equal the proton temperature. SPECTRUM then calcu-330

lates the line intensities at each voxel with the electron temperature and density from the AWSoM331

model results. The contribution function available in the SPECTRUM code was pre-calculated with332

CHIANTI database version 8 (Del Zanna et al. 2015). We do not expect the results to change sig-333

nificantly with the latest version of CHIANTI (version 10; Del Zanna et al. 2021). Spectral lines334

are then broadened with proton thermal velocity and the LOS Alfvén wave pressure. The spectrum335

is then integrated along the LOS for each pixel, assuming the plasma to be optically thin. We use336

coronal element abundance Feldman (1992) stored in the CHIANTI database, and currently, open337

and closed field regions are considered to share this same abundance.338

In order for a better comparison with the EIS observations, we use the same observer LOS, FOV,339

and image resolution (binned down to 4′′) as the EIS data. Note that despite our best efforts, the340

finest grids in the code (0.35◦ horizontal resolution, or about 6′′ near disk center) still struggle to341

catch up with the EIS resolution (see Ignacio Ugarte-Urra, 2016, EIS Software Note 8; for 1′′ slit, the342

effective resolution is about 3′′ in both scan and slit directions). With the added resolvability of 5th
343

order scheme, however, we are able to increase sharpness and reduce diffusion and roughly achieve344

0.1◦ (1.7′′) resolution, which is comparable to the EIS resolution. The problem is that the intrinsic345

resolution needed to simulate the sub-grid structures is much higher. Therefore, we do not expect346

the simulation to match the pixel level fine details in the EIS observation, but rather, we will mainly347

compare the large scale structures, and spend more effort on quantitatively comparing the results.348

For the synthesis, we also use the same wavelength ranges and pixel size in Angstrom (0.0233 Å) as349
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EIS. Besides the thermal and nonthermal line broadening, a constant 70 mÅ instrumental broadening350

is also added (and later removed from the fitted results).351

To post-process the synthesized spectrum, we use the same line fitting procedures and spectral line
templates (initial guess of the parameters for the fitting) as for the EIS observations. To obtain the
photon count error as required by the line fitting program, we derive a very simple error measure
from the EIS data as

E = max(c, k
√
I + b), (1)

where I is the observed emission at each pixel and wavelength bin, E is the corresponding noise count,352

c is the base noise level that is arbitrarily chosen from EIS data as the 32nd smallest non-negative353

noise count in the given wavelength range (to avoid occasional outliers or extraordinary values), and k354

and b are two coefficients that are linearly fitted from the EIS data. The three coefficients are fitted355

with all the data points in a given wavelength window, and are different for different wavelength356

widows. Note that this error measure is only to be used with the line fitting procedures, and usually357

has only a small effect on the fitted Gaussian profiles. In practice, this relationship gives us a pretty358

good error measure to use with the synthesized lines without relying too much on detailed knowledge359

of instrument calibrations. Note that in some regions for the synthesis, the calculated line intensities360

may be weaker than the modeled noise, and thus, are marked as missing pixels.361

3.4. Full disk synthesis and comparison to AIA362

We first synthesize full disk images and compare them with the SDO/AIA observations. Usually, the363

synthesized AIA images are obtained by integrating the modeled plasma temperatures and densities364

with the estimated temperature response of the narrowband filters. However, with the SPECTRUM365

code, we are able to directly calculate the spectral line emissions and then integrate with the AIA366

filter wavelength response to produce the final images. This method, although requires more effort,367

preserves more details in the simulation results and gives more realistic synthesis, especially for the368

AR loops (see below).369

Here we briefly describe quantities and equations we use in synthesizing AIA observables with the
wavelength response function. Detailed explanations of the instrument calibration processes can be
found in Boerner et al. (2012). At a pixel x (on CCD) and for channel t, the AIA observed value p
(in units of digital number [DN]) can be written as

p(x, t) =

∫ ∞
0

I(x, λ)η(x, λ, t)dλ, (2)

where λ is wavelength, I(x, λ) is the spectral intensity over the solid angle of the specified pixel, and
η(x, λ, t) is the efficiency function of channel t of the telescope:

η(x, λ, t) = Aeff(λ, t)g(λ)F (x). (3)

Here the effective area Aeff(λ, t) is derived from the efficiency of the telescope optics, and g(λ)370

is the CCD gain. The flat field function F (x), including vignetting, filter grid shadowing, and371

CCD sensitivity variations, is assumed to be unity for the synthesis. The AIA EUV thin filter372

end-to-end instrument response function R(λ, t) ≡ Aeff(λ, t)g(λ) is provided by the SSW function373

aia get response(/area,/dn). Version 8 of the AIA filter wavelength response function is used.374
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For ease of calculation, we only consider the significant portion of the response function around the375

requested wavelength (e.g., for 304 Å, outside of 280-330 Å, the response is set to zero).376

Figure 6 and 7 shows a comparison of the observations with the synthesis. AIA synthetic images377

that use the traditional approach with the pre-calculated temperature response functions are also378

included for reference. Each group of three images in a row in these two figures shows a channel379

of AIA (noted on the upper left corner). The three images are, from left to right, the AIA ob-380

servation, the SPECTRUM synthesis with wavelength response, and the synthesis with traditional381

temperature response. We use the standard SSW function aia intscale for the plots. The plotting382

range (maximum and minimum values) and scaling function applied (square root for 94 and 171,383

and logarithm for 131, 193, 211, 304, and 335 Å) are the same for three images within each group.384

Note that the 304 Å channel has large contribution from chromospheric lines He ii and cannot be385

considered as optically thin. Therefore, SPECTRUM code cannot synthesize this channel very well386

based on optically thin assumption. Instead, we synthesized only one spectral line: O v 265.551387

Å, with a maximum formation temperature of log T = 5.6 that is as close as possible to the chro-388

mosphere/transition region temperatures, so that the model’s ability at capturing transition region389

morphology can be assessed. The second plot in Figure 7(304Å) shows this O v line intensity, and,390

because of the different quantity plotted, this image has a different plotting range from the rest two391

in Figure 7(304Å).392

Overall the synthesis compares favorably to the observation. The locations of the coronal hole and393

AR are well captured. A larger north coronal hole and a smaller south one can be seen. We see signs of394

an extended (to lower latitudes) north coronal hole in SDO/AIA images (especially for 193 Å), where395

our simulation also shows that the north coronal hole may actually extend close to the east footpoint396

of the AR. Our synthesized coronal holes generally appears darker for all wavelength channels than397

observation, which could be partially due to a lack of scattered light in SPECTRUM synthesis. It398

is also interesting to future studies to quantitatively evaluate our model performance on a coronal399

hole. Also note that the extended north coronal hole is less pronounced (closer to observations) in400

images synthesized with SPECTRUM than in those with the traditional temperature response (for401

channels of, say, 193 Å and 335 Å).402

We notice that the SPECTRUM result has larger intensities for 131 Å and 171 Å. These two403

channels both have low temperature components (Fe viii at log T = 5.6 for 131 Å and Fe ix at404

log T = 5.8 for 171 Å). The stronger intensities in these two channels are due to AWSoM model405

producing too large density for the low temperature plasma (the effect can also be seen below for406

synthesis of cooler spectral lines). However, this is an expected behavior with the extended transition407

region in our model. Because of the extremely large gradients in the transition region and limited408

computational resources, despite our best efforts in using stretched radial grids and extra AMR levels409

to get higher radial resolution, the modeled transition region still extends to higher altitudes and410

pushes the corona outwards. In addition, we use an overestimate of density at the inner boundary411

to suppress the excessive chromospheric evaporation (Lionello et al. 2009; Sachdeva et al. 2019).412

Therefore, we will get over-dense plasma at cooler temperatures near our extended upper transition413

region, but as seen below, our coronal solution is generally not affected.414

3.5. Detailed active region comparisons415

Now we start to examine in detail our model performance with a set of strong spectral lines416

covering a wide coronal temperature range. Figure 8 shows the comparison of EIS observations and417
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Figure 6. Comparisons for the observed and synthesized AIA images. The three columns from left to right
are: the SDO/AIA observation, the SPECTRUM synthesis with wavelength response, and the synthesis
with traditional temperature response. Each row shows a wavelength channel that is noted on the upper
left corner. All three images in each row are scaled with the same intensity range (using SSW function
aia intscale).
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Figure 7. Comparisons for the observed and synthesized AIA images (continued for Figure 6) for the
other three channels. Here the SPECTRUM synthesized 304 Å is replaced with synthesized O v 265.551
Å line intensity (TG

e ≈ 2.5 MK; image not scaled the same as the other two). This better represents the
chromospheric He ii lines that are not optically thin.

SPECTRUM synthesis. The first two columns show the EIS and AWSoM spectral line intensities,418

respectively, in logarithmic scale. The minimum and maximum values of the two images are the same,419

with a colorbar plotted on the right. The following two columns are the fitted Doppler velocities,420

and they are both scaled from −20 to 20 km s−1. Each row in Figure 8 shows a different spectral line421

marked at the lower left corner. The value shown following the ion and wavelength is the logarithm422

of the maximum formation temperature (TG
e ; here we define as the temperature of the peak of423

the contribution function) of the corresponding line. The 6 EIS lines selected here are strong lines424

without nearby blends, and these lines have relatively less noise or missing pixels than the rest of the425

spectrum. For the Dopplergram, currently it is very difficult to absolutely calibrate the EIS observed426
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spectral line centroids. Therefore, besides our effort of correcting the spacecraft drift (discussed in427

Section 2), the standard procedures are used and for each spectral line, we can only get a relative line428

centroid that aims at providing a Dopplergram that averages to be zero over the entire image. The429

obtained relative wavelengths are noted at the lower left corner of the corresponding Dopplergrams430

of the observation, and they may not be the same as the theoretical ones. Note that the synthesized431

Dopplergrams are absolutely calibrated (using the theoretical wavelengths) to provide a better sense432

of our model performance and a potentially more realistic picture of the AR.433

Spectral lines with different formation temperatures sample the solar atmosphere at different al-434

titudes. By comparing the observed and synthesized line intensities, we are able to compare the435

plasma densities in different structures. For a quantitative study, we also select three box regions436

corresponding to the east footpoint, loop top, and the west footpoint. The boxes are plotted in437

Figure 8. In Figure 9, a comparison of the histograms of the line intensities within 3 box regions and438

for all 6 spectral lines is shown. Table 1 shows the relative error of our synthesis for the averaged439

line intensity within each box.440

For cooler lines, such as the Fe viii 186.598 Å, we mostly see the bright footpoints in the EIS441

observation (Figure 8(a)). The locations of the footpoints are reproduced by the simulation well.442

However, the east footpoint we get is 4 times brighter than what is observed (Table 1). Our quiet443

region is also producing higher emission than the observation. For warm temperatures Te = 1.1−1.8444

MK, our model performs quite well. The synthesized line intensities of Si x, Fe xii, and Fe xiii445

match the observations to a very good degree. As shown by the quantitative comparisons in Table446

1, the relative differences between observed and synthesized line intensities are generally less than447

about 50%, with some of them being as close as less than 20%. For these warm lines, the emissions448

mostly come from the AR loops, and the small loops between the two footpoints start to show up.449

For the higher temperature lines (say, Fe xv 284.163 Å) greater than 2 MK, the AR loops have most450

of the emission. The top of the small loops between the two footpoints show the largest brightness.451

We also see less contrast for the coronal loops where the loop threads are not as clearly seen as in452

the warmer lines, and the entire AR appears as a fuzzy blob of brightness. The synthesized emission453

is 2 times (4 times) larger for the loop top (footpoints) than the observation.454

Overall, our simulation reproduces the observed morphology, and matches line intensities for both455

the AR loops and the footpoints extremely well with less than 50% error for most of the cases. The456

AWSoM results compare the best for warm temperatures around 1.5 MK, where we start to see457

the bright loop tops showing up in the spectral observations. The line intensity histograms of these458

warm lines for the synthesis are also very close to those for the observations. The synthesized images459

show enhanced intensities for some of the loops connecting the two footpoints, as well as indications460

of fan loops extending outwards from the footpoints. These bright and dark loop bundles tracing461

our magnetic field lines from the synthesized images generally match the observed morphology (see462

blue arrows in Figure 8(b) and 8(e)). In our Alfvén wave heating model, the dissipation rate for463

the wave energy density is proportional to the square root of the magnetic field strength. Due to464

magnetic field structures at the footpoints (and thus along the loop), even spatially nearby loops465

may have different amount of Alfvén wave dissipation at the footpoints and thus along the loops.466

Therefore, loops with larger magnetic fields will naturally have more heating and show up in different467

temperature channels, which can be easily picked up by the highly sensitive spectral line synthesis.468
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These results are only possible because we achieve a high spatial resolution for the simulation and469

actually resolve the magnetic field structures in the synoptic map at the inner boundary.470

The model-observation differences are as follows. We find that the model obviously produces larger471

emission at lower temperature for the quiet regions, indicating that our upper transition region/lower472

corona is too dense. As discussed above, this is an expected behavior with the extended transition473

region in our model. We may need to further increase the computational grid resolution to overcome474

this issue with too dense transition region. It also seems that our model heats up the loop tops to475

a slightly too high temperature. In fact, from Table 1, we find that we under-estimate the loop top476

intensities for the 4 lower temperature lines but over-estimate that for the 2 higher temperature lines.477

Nevertheless, our model does perform very well to match the general morphology and structures with478

the observation. There is one free parameter of the Poynting flux (per magnetic field strength) that479

controls the Alfvén wave energy we inject at the solar surface, currently we use a value (0.5 MW480

m−2 T−1) that is derived from the historical observations and empirically performing well for our481

validation studies for solar maximum (work in progress, see Sachdeva et al. 2019 for studies for solar482

minimum). Reducing that value may help produce even better matches to some of the observed line483

intensities. A follow up paper is in progress showcasing the effect of Poynting flux on our simulation484

results.485

Now let us examine the Doppergrams. The most noticeable feature in the observed Dopplergram486

is the blue shifts near the west side of the AR. As clearly visible, the blue shifted region is relatively487

small in Figure 8(c) for Si x line at 1.41 MK, and the region size as well as the magnitude of LOS488

velocity gradually increases for Figure 8(d), (e), and (f). The expansion of the blue-shifted region489

and the increase of velocity with the increase of temperature (i.e., altitude) indicates the expansion490

of the open field lines and the acceleration of the solar wind. A slightly darker region towards the491

west side of the west footpoint is also visible in the AIA observation (Figure 6(193Å)), suggesting492

open fields or some outflows. Interestingly, with our AWSoM model, we are unable to find any open493

field lines near the west footpoint, but instead, we find long loops connecting the active region and494

the north pole (Figure 2(a)). It suggests siphon flows on the very long loops connecting an AR and495

a pole, which we then confirm in the 3D simulation data.496

Outside of the east footpoint, we also find blue shifted regions. Here in the observation, the blue497

shifts are not as large in region size nor as strong as found for that at the west footpoint. Our498

synthesis reproduces this feature very well. Note that for the observations of Fe xii 192.394 (Figure499

8(d)) and Fe xiii 202.044 (Figure 8(e)), the relatively calibrated line centriods are both smaller than500

the theoretical ones, so the actual Dopplergrams may be more blue shifted. Therefore, the EIS501

observation supports our finding of the open field lines with out flows near the east footpoint.502

3.6. Nonthermal line broadening503

The spectral line width (after the instrumental broadening is removed) can be written as

c

λ0

∆λ

2
√

ln 2
=

√
2kBTi
m

+ v2
nth ≡

√
v2

th + v2
nth ≡ vtotal, (4)

where ∆λ is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the (assumed) Gaussian profile of the line,504

λ0 is the rest wavelength, c is the speed of light, kB is the Boltzmann constant, Ti is the temperature505

of the emitting ion, m is the ion mass, and vnth is the nonthermal velocity. For a better line width506
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Figure 8. Synthesized spectral line intensities comparing to Hinode/EIS observations. The 6 rows cor-
respond to the 6 selected spectral lines. In each row, from left to right, are EIS observed line intensity,
SPECTRUM synthesized intensity, EIS Doppler velocity, and SPECTRUM Doppler velocity. The spectral
lines are labeled on the corresponding intensity images. The Dopplergrams calculated for the EIS observa-
tion use relative line centroids and are marked on the corresponding Dopplergrams. The Dopplergrams for
the SPECTRUM synthesis use absolute (theretical) line centroids. In panels (b) and (d), blue arrows mark
some bundles of brighter loops. In panels (a) and (e), three boxes are drawn to indicate the three regions of
interest: 1) east footpoint, 2) loop top, and 3) west footpoint. The locations for all the corresponding boxes
are the same for all the images, but are only drawn in these two panels for clarity.
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Figure 9. Normalized histograms comparing line intensities for observation (bars) and synthesis (blue lines).
The three columns are, from left to right, the east footpoint, loop top, and west footpoint, corresponding to
box regions 1, 2, and 3, respectively, as in Figure 8.

comparison between different lines, thermal (vth) and total line width (vtotal) expressed in velocity507

units are also used.508

Figure 10 shows the comparisons for line widths for the same set of spectral lines shown in Figure509

8. The first two columns are the total line broadening (with instrumental broadening removed) for510

the EIS observation and SPECTRUM synthesis, respectively. The EIS and synthesis are scaled to511

the same plotting range with the legend shown on the right.512

For the observation, currently it is not possible to directly observe only the ion temperature or sep-513

arately measure the thermal and nonthermal line widths. Therefore, assumptions about the thermal514

or/and nonthermal line width need to be made. A common assumption is that the ion temperature515
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Table 1. Relative difference between synthesized and observed spectral line
intensities

Spectral line TG
e (MK) East footpointa Loop topb West footpointc

Fe viii 186.598 0.51 361.2% -39.3% 33.0%

Fe x 184.537 1.10 15.6% -53.2% -50.1%

Si x 258.374 1.41 56.7% -9.2% 34.0%

Fe xii 192.394 1.55 14.7% -20.9% 21.5%

Fe xiii 202.044 1.78 17.4% 2.1% 64.3%

Fe xv 284.163 2.19 258.6% 96.9% 371.3%

aThe region is shown in Figure 8(e) as boxed area with number 1.

bBoxed area number 2.
bBoxed area number 3.

Note—The regions used are the same for all the spectral lines. Relative dif-
ference is calculated as synthesis divided by observation then minus one.

(Ti) equals the electron temperature (TG
e ) where the contribution function of the corresponding line516

reaches the maximum. By assuming T obs
i = TG

e , the thermal line width is a constant everywhere for517

each spectral line. The nonthermal line width can then be calculated by removing the thermal line518

width from the total line width.519

For the simulation, since we have all the 3D information about the plasma, we are able to separate520

the effect between the thermal and nonthermal broadenings. Because the AWSoM simulation we521

have here is using a two-temperature model, Ti is assumed to be the same for all the ions and equals522

the proton temperature (T sim
i ≡ T sim

p ). Two SPECTRUM synthesis are done: one with only thermal523

broadening and the other with both the thermal and nonthermal broadenings caused by the Alfvén524

waves. The first synthesis is fitted with the EIS auto fitting code to provide the (LOS integrated)525

thermal line width, which is just the total line width in this run, since we only include the effect of the526

thermal broadening here. The second synthesis is then used to provide the actual total line width,527

and by removing the thermal line width we obtained from the first run, we can get the nonthermal528

line width for the simulation.529

We now look closer to the thermal temperatures. Comparing the thermal widths between the530

observation and simulation, we notice that T sim
i > T obs

i ≡ TG
e . Landi (2007) carefully analyzed531

Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO; Domingo et al. 1995)/Solar Ultraviolet Measurement of532

Emitted Radiation (SUMER; Wilhelm et al. 1995) data and also suggested that the ion temperature533

range lies significantly higher than the measured electron temperature in several cases (also see534

Seely et al. 1997; Tu et al. 1998 for similar conclusions). The difference between thermal widths535

shown in Figure 10 suggests that our simulation may have actually captured this higher ion (proton)536

temperature than the maximum formation (electron) temperature of the spectral lines. However, from537

the simulation results (see Figure 3), we find that proton temperatures, especially within the AR and538

for the small loop tops, is less than 1% different from the corresponding electron temperatures. In539

fact, in these dense regions in the AR, collisions are abundant to effectively smooth out the differences540
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between Te and Tp. Therefore, the apparent higher thermal widths found for the synthesis for all541

6 lines are most likely due to a combination of contribution function sensitivities, plasma density542

distribution, and LOS integration effects.543

Comparing the nonthermal widths, we immediately notice that the results are very different. Be-544

cause the only source of nonthermal broadening in our simulation is the Alfvén waves, the nonthermal545

velocities are concentrated only near the loop tops where the transverse waves are able to align with546

the LOS. Without longitudinal waves, almost no nonthermal broadening occurs at the footpoints547

where the magnetic field direction aligns with the LOS. On the other hand, despite our very rough548

assumption on the ion temperature, it is clear that the nonthermal broadenings in the observation are549

mostly concentrated near the footpoints. Therefore, if we would like to simulate a more realistic solar550

atmosphere, it would be better to consider sources of compression waves and wave mode conversions551

(see below for discussions).552

4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION553

In this work, we do an unprecedented validation study of the AWSoM model employing detailed554

spectral line comparisons to better understand the viability of Alfvén wave turbulence based coronal555

heating and solar wind acceleration. The simulation is done with extra levels of grid refinements556

that we have never reached before in our prior work, along with the latest developed 5th order557

numerical scheme in the lower corona. This study is unique as it models the solar atmosphere in558

a global sense, capturing the large-scale connections between the AR and the poles and open fields559

from near the AR, while also achieving high resolution within the AR, providing us with tremendous560

amount of details. We first synthesize the full disk EUV observables to compare the large scale561

structures with SDO/AIA. The location and intensity of the solar structures, including the coronal562

holes, quiet regions, and the AR, compare favorably with the observations. We then focus on studying563

the AR (HARP 7283) near the disk center. Instead of using narrowband EUV synthesis that have564

information integrated and entangled, we use the SPECTRUM code based on the CHIANTI database565

to synthesize realistic spectral lines and directly compare to Hinode/EIS spectral observations. The566

line intensities compare favorably to the observations for a wide range of temperatures from 0.5 to 3567

MK. For most of the cases (especially warm temperatures around 1.5 MK), the relative errors between568

synthesis and observation are less than 50%. It demonstrates that our MHD turbulence model with569

partial wave reflections and nonlinear stochastic heating is able to heat the corona, especially the AR570

loops, to a proper temperature that corresponds to what is observed.571

To synthesize the EUV images of SDO/AIA, we use the SPECTRUM code to calculate a full spec-572

trum for the solar disk and integrate with the effective areas of the narrowband filters. Although573

computationally more expensive, results obtained by this method should be a better indicator of the574

true model performance, because the traditional temperature response functions require an assump-575

tion of either a fixed density or pressure to calculate the line emissivities, which may be close to576

reality in general for most of the quiet regions but will not produce correct results for, say, AR loops577

with both elevated temperatures and densities. We find that the synthesized images compare very578

well with the AIA observations, both for the general morphology of various large-scale structures and579

even the observed intensities. Our results best compare to AIA images for the warm temperatures (∼580

1.5 MK), especially with the 193 Å line. It demonstrates that our AWSoM model has the capability581

of capturing the global structures for the solar atmosphere by providing realistic full disk remote-582

sensing synthesis (as well as realistic 1 AU predictions). The differences between our synthesis and583
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Figure 10. Comparison of observed and synthesized line widths. Each row is one of the selected spectral
lines marked on the lower left corner in the same order as in Figure 8. In each row, the 6 images, from left
to right, are 1) EIS total line width, 2) synthesized total line width, 3) and 4) EIS and synthesized thermal
width, and 5) and 6) EIS and synthesized nonthermal width.

the observation are mainly in channels that includes lower temperature lines, where our (over-dense)584

extended transition region results in too large intensities.585

We do spectroscopic synthesis with SPECTRUM code and quantitatively compare the spectral586

line intensities with Hinode/EIS observations. The selected spectral lines cover a wide range of587

temperatures from 0.5 to 3 MK. We select regions for the two footpoints and the loop top and588

compare the histogram of line intensities as well as the average values. Our simulation matches very589

well with the observation, with relative errors less than 50% for most of the cases. We achieve the590
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best result for Fe xii line at a maximum formation temperature of 1.55 MK, with relative errors of591

about 20% for all three regions of interest. We also compare the Doppler velocities, where we are592

able to find siphon flows in the long loops connecting the AR and the north pole, and also open field593

lines near the east footpoint of the AR.594

Our simulation results suggest that the Alfvén wave turbulent heating alone does not seem to595

generate enough nonthermal line width near the loop footpoint. The longitudinal modes generated596

by compressive effects, mode conversion, or other mechanisms may be an important part in explaining597

such differences (Van Doorsselaere et al. 2020). Asgari-Targhi et al. (2014) used a 3D Alfvén wave598

turbulence model (van Ballegooijen et al. 2011; Asgari-Targhi & van Ballegooijen 2012; Asgari-Targhi599

et al. 2013) to study the coronal loop heating. They modeled and compared the nonthermal line600

widths with Hinode/EIS observations and also found a deficit of nonthermal broadenings for the601

model at the loop footpoints. In order to fit the observed nonthermal line widths, artificial “parallel602

widths” had to be added to the simulation results. Some of these parallel widths are up to 3 times603

larger than the perpendicular widths caused by the Alfvén waves.604

In summary, AWSoM is capable of modeling a detailed AR embedded in the global solar corona605

with the state-of-the-art Alfvén wave turbulent heating, and can provide realistic observables for606

both EUV and spectroscopic images and 1 AU measurements. Here we discuss some of the model607

limitations and recommendations for future work. In this study, we mainly focus on the lower corona608

and the AR, where collisions are abundant and the electron and proton temperatures are almost the609

same. However, as mentioned above, at larger altitudes beyond 2 Rs, the proton temperature behaves610

unusually. When the simulation run is repeated with the same parameters but with ADAPT/GONG611

synoptic map of the same Carrington rotation, the polar proton and electron temperatures appear612

to be correct (for a validation study of AWSoM with ADAPT maps, see Sachdeva et al. 2019). The613

questionable low proton temperature for the polar regions is likely to be a problem with the enhanced614

polar magnetic fields of the NSO/HMI synoptic map. Due to observation limits, the magnetic fields615

for latitudes larger than 80 degrees have high uncertainties and may be missing when we are facing616

the inclined solar rotational axis. However, we emphasize here that our focus in this study is the AR617

and lower corona, where collisions are abundant and electron and proton temperatures are almost618

the same. For studying the AR, the NSO/HMI map naturally has higher spatial resolution and619

provides in general better details as compared to the ADAPT/GONG map. Except for the proton620

temperature, the global solar wind plasma density and speed in our solution are as expected, and the621

measured values at 1 AU align with OMNI observations very well. Thus, while we do recommend622

the interested modelers to use the NSO/HMI maps for simulations of ARs with AWSoM, cautions623

are needed and the proton temperatures should be examined in the context of global solar wind624

structures. Extra steps in post-processing the magnetic fields in the polar regions of the synoptic625

map may also be helpful. The synthesized EUV images with SPECTRUM exposed some of the issues626

with too high density for our transition region, which would be interesting to address in the future.627

We may need even higher grid resolution and more computational power to fully resolve the narrow628

transition region. In addition, we assumed ionization equilibrium at local temperatures with the629

current version of the SPECTRUM code. Although we separate proton and electron temperatures,630

ion temperatures are not modeled and assumed to be the same as the proton temperature. Our631

previous study has already found that the nonequilibrium ionization effects can be important for632

lighter elements as well as higher charge states of Fe even below 1.5 Rs (Shi et al. 2019). We also633
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assume the same element abundance for both the closed and open regions, ignoring the FIP effect634

(Feldman 1998; Laming 2015). For a full treatment of different ion temperatures, abundances, and635

nonequilibrium ionization effects, new development for the AWSoM multi-fluid model is needed, and636

is currently an ongoing work.637
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